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Abstract
Background: Sciatic nerve injury (SNI), which frequently occurs under the traumatic hip and hip fracture dislocation,
induces serious complications such as motor and sensory loss, muscle atrophy, or even disabling. The present work
aimed to determine the regulating factors and gene network related to the SNI pathology.
Methods: Sciatic nerve injury dataset GSE18803 with 24 samples was divided into adult group and neonate group.
Weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) was carried out to identify modules associated with SNI
in the two groups. Moreover, differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were determined from every group, separately.
Subsequently, co-expression network and protein–protein interaction (PPI) network were overlapped to identify hub
genes, while functional enrichment and Reactome analysis were used for a comprehensive analysis of potential pathways. GSE30165 was used as the test set for investigating the hub gene involvement within SNI. Gene set enrichment
analysis (GSEA) was performed separately using difference between samples and gene expression level as phenotype
label to further prove SNI-related signaling pathways. In addition, immune infiltration analysis was accomplished by
CIBERSORT. Finally, Drug–Gene Interaction database (DGIdb) was employed for predicting the possible therapeutic
agents.
Results: 14 SNI status modules and 97 DEGs were identified in adult group, while 15 modules and 21 DEGs in neonate group. A total of 12 hub genes was overlapping from co-expression and PPI network. After the results from both
test and training sets were overlapped, we verified that the ten real hub genes showed remarkably up-regulation
within SNI. According to functional enrichment of hub genes, the above genes participated in the immune effector
process, inflammatory responses, the antigen processing and presentation, and the phagocytosis. GSEA also supported that gene sets with the highest significance were mostly related to the cytokine–cytokine receptor interaction.
Analysis of hub genes possible related signaling pathways using gene expression level as phenotype label revealed
an enrichment involved in Lysosome, Chemokine signaling pathway, and Neurotrophin signaling pathway. Immune
infiltration analysis showed that Macrophages M2 and Regulatory T cells may participate in the development of SNI.
At last, 25 drugs were screened from DGIdb to improve SNI treatment.
Conclusions: The gene expression network is determined in the present work based on the related regulating factors within SNI, which sheds more light on SNI pathology and offers the possible biomarkers and therapeutic targets
in subsequent research.
Keywords: Sciatic nerve injury, Weighted gene co-expression network analysis, Gene set enrichment analysis,
Protein–protein interaction, Immune infiltration, Potential therapeutic agents
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Introduction
Sciatic nerve injuries (SNI) are one of common peripheral nerve injury (PNI), which often cause severe disability, decreased life quality, as well as tremendous social
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and economic burdens [1]. Sciatic nerve injuries of traumatic and iatrogenic etiologies can lead to dramatic neurological functional loss [2–4]. However, even though the
best medical treatment is applied, the neurological function recovery is difficult to predict. Most existing studies
have investigated the morphologies of injury and regeneration of peripheral nerves [5–7]. Nonetheless, there
are still numerous barriers to be solved to attain nerve
injury recovery, including target innervation specificity,
low regeneration rate, target end-organ degeneration and
segmental nerve defect following the extended denervation period. Consequently, to better promote the prevention and treatment of SNI, it is necessary to shed more
lights on potential molecular mechanisms that regulate
peripheral nerve regeneration at a broader level.
Previous research has used transcriptome analysis
in rats to report that dynamic alterations in core genes
and biological processes may take place within sciatic
nerve stumps in the process of nerve regeneration [8,
9]. Another earlier study has used gene expression profile to explore potential hub genes and biological pathways related to the pathogenesis of SNI [10]. However,
approaches adopted in such articles usually examine individual genes, whereas genes exert their functions through
the co-expression gene network showing consistent biological functions in vivo. SNI is a complex pathological
process, which may probably cause by multiple genes.
Therefore, measuring the impacts of multiple variants
genes together should be beneficial for identifying causal
factors for diseases. Additionally, PNI exhibits stereotypic histopathological reactions, which indicate that the
harmonious gene expression procedure is activated [11].
WGCNA is a new tool for analyzing the gene expression signature of various samples [12]. Unlike previous
screening out DEGs, WGCNA clusters highly relevant
genes into one module and relates it to clinical features,
which may be more conductive to identify diagnostic
markers and therapeutic targets [13]. To date, WGCNA
has been extensively utilized in genomic research, such as
glioblastoma [14], Kawasaki disease [15], schizophrenia
spectrum [16], and so on. It is speculated that identification of such co-expression patterns can shed more lights
on the disease-related biological pathways. Consequently,
it may be of greater importance to analyze the changes in
gene co-expression network during the injury and regeneration of peripheral nerves, from which to examine the
molecular foundation for such morphological changes as
well as modulation of local microenvironment.
In the present study, weighted gene co-expression
network analysis (WGCNA) was employed to analyze
the hub genes and pathways involved in SNI pathogenic
mechanism in rats of different ages. Then, the expression levels of core genes were detected using a training
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set and a test set, respectively. Subsequently, Reactome,
Gene Ontology (GO) functional annotations, together
with Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
pathway enrichment were adopted for investigating molecular mechanisms underlying SNI. To further
prove SNI-related signaling pathways, GSEA was performed separately using difference between samples and
gene expression level as phenotype label. Furthermore,
immune infiltration analysis was carried out using CIBERSORT convolution algorithm. Finally, potential drugs
or molecular compounds were predicted for improving SNI treatment by DGIdb database. These findings
will help to identify the novel significant biomarkers to
explore the mechanism underlying SNI development,
thereby facilitating SNI diagnosis and treatment. The
flow chart of the study design is presented in Fig. 1.

Methods
Search strategy and eligibility criteria

In the present study, we obtained the mRNA expression
data of sciatic nerve injury (SNI) based on GEO database by use of keywords “sciatic nerve injury” in NCBI
database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) until June
10, 2021. The search strategy of the study was designed
as follows: (a) datasets of gene expression profiles concerning the use of the microarray chip technique; (b)
studies that compared the expression data in SNI samples versus NON-SNI samples. Studies not satisfying the
above-mentioned criteria were eliminated. Two reviewers searched the database independently.
Establishment of co‑expression network and analysis
of module functions

Firstly, DEGs expression profiles were examined for
screening the appropriate genes and samples. Secondly,
the R language ‘WGCNA’ package was employed to
establish the co-expression network of DEGs [17, 18].
Afterward, each pair-wise gene was functioned using
Pearson’s correlation matrix. Thirdly, we adopted the
power function amn = |cmn|β (amn represents the adjacency of gene m relative to gene n, whereas cmn stands
for Pearson correlation of gene m with gene n) to create the weighted adjacency matrix, while β was the soft
threshold factor adopted to stress the strong associations
across genes and to penalize those weak relationships.
Fourth, topological overlap matrix (TOM) adjacency
was converted for measuring the gene network connectivity deemed to be the total value of the adjacency
to the remaining genes in generating the network. The
mean linkage hierarchical clustering was created by the
dissimilarity measure based on TOM, and the minimal
size (gene group) was set at 50 for gene dendrogram.
Thereafter, genes that had akin expression patterns were
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Fig. 1 Study flow diagram

clustered as the same gene module. Lastly, the module
eigengene dissimilarity was determined. Then, such gene
modules were performed functional enrichment analyses to identify the SNI-related modules. The above gene
modules were conducted functional enrichment analysis
for identifying related modules affecting SNI in rats of
different ages.
Identification of SNI status hub module

For identifying modules showing significant associations
with illness state traits (SNI vs. NON-SNI), MEs (which
represent first-principle component in one module)
[12] were associated with the external traits to identify
correlations with the highest significance. In addition,
Gene significance (GS) determines the absolute value
associations between genes and external characteristics.

Meanwhile, module membership (MM) suggests the
association of gene expression profiles with MEs. In this
study, genes that showed the greatest GS and MM values
in the interested modules were identified as the natural
candidates in later analysis [19–22].
Hub genes validation

A hub gene is substantially related to other genes within
the module, which is suggested in previous studies to display functional significance. Firstly, this study screened
hub genes within the co-expression network from the
SNI phenotype-related module. Besides, we imported
DEGs into the Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting
Genes/Proteins (STRING) (https://string-db.org/) [23],
and the confidence > 0.4 was chosen for creating the protein–protein interaction (PPI) network. Later, Cytoscape
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(www.cytoscape.org/) [24] was carried out for PPI network visualization. Subsequently, the Cytoscape plug-in
CytoHubba was adopted for calculating every protein
node degree. Nodes that had great connectivity degree
were more important to maintain the network stability.
Any gene within PPI network with the connectivity of ≥ 6
(node/edge) was screened to be the hub gene. Later, we
deemed those shared PPI network and co-expressed hub
genes as the “real” hub genes, which were selected for
subsequent analysis. The Venn diagram was constructed
using Venny 2.1.0 (https://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/
venny/index.html) for visualizing those common hub
genes in PPI and co-expression networks between adult
group and neonate group.
Functional enrichment analyses of hub genes

GO analysis has been developed as an efficient way to
carry out functional enrichment on a large scale. Besides,
KEGG is also an extensively applied database that preserves excessive data on drugs, chemical substances, diseases, biological processes, and signaling pathways. In
the current work, the Metascape software (http://metas
cape.org) [25] was employed for GO and KEGG analyses on the DEGs. P < 0.05 indicated statistical significance. Besides, Reactome knowledgebase (https://react
ome.org/) [26–28] offers the detailed molecular data
for signaling, DNA replication, transport, metabolism,
along with additional cell processes as the well-organized
molecular transformation network, and it represents the
modified version for the classical metabolic map within
the single consistent data model. In the present study,
Reactome knowledgebase (https://reactome.org/) [26–
28] was employed to identify 10 most significant biological functions.
Gene set enrichment analysis

GSEA
(https://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.
jsp) [29] has been developed as a computation approach
on the basis of genesets (namely, gene groups with shared
biological functions). GSEA was adopt to investigate the
enrichment of previously determined biological processes within the DEG-derived gene rank. In line with
gene expression levels, samples from both adult group
and neonate group were separately classified as SNI samples and NON-SNI samples. To further prove the role of
10 hub genes in the development of SNI, the phenotype
label was set to the expression level for each of hub genes.
Metrics for ranking hub genes were calculated using
Pearson’s correlation. Differential expression enrichment analysis of 10 hub genes was performed using
KEGG gene sets biological process database (c2.KEGG.
v4.0) from Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB)
(http://www.broad.mit.edu/gsea/msigdb/index.jsp) as a
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reference. Terms enriched in each gene were recognized
with the thresholds for nominal P < 0.05 and false discovery rate (FDR) q < 0.25.
Immune infiltration analysis

The CIBERSORT deconvolution algorithm was used to
analyze the difference in immune infiltration between
SNI and NON-SNI samples in 22 types of immune cells
and immune-associated features [30]. The overlapped
items that possessed the same tendency were regarded
as the changes in immune characteristic. In order to further explore the effect of immune infiltration of SNI in 22
immune cells, single-sample gene set enrichment analysis (ssGSEA) was carried out in GSE18803 datasets [31].
P < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
Identification of the potential drugs

Drug Gene Interaction Database (DGIdb) (version 4.2.0,
https://www.dgidb.org) [32], one of the openly accessible
database, covers information on drug–gene interaction,
drug-sensitive and targeted genome. In this study, DGIdb
v4.2.0 was searched for predicting the possible hub geneinteracting molecule compounds or drugs and visualizing the drug–gene interaction network through using
Cytoscape.

Results
Included study characteristics

GSE18803 and GSE30165 microarray datasets were
obtained from GEO database [9, 33]. Of them, GSE30165
dataset contained 24 samples (6 sham operation and 6
SNI samples from both neonate group and adult group)
was obtained from the platform of GPL7294 Agilent-014879 Whole Rat Genome Microarray 4x44 K
G4131F, whereas the GSE18803 contained microarray
data acquired from ipsilateral dorsal horns at 7 days following sham operation or SNI surgery in both groups
(12 from 10-day-old (neonate) group and 12 from
8–12-week-old (adult) group) based on platform GPL341
[RAE230A] Affymetrix Rat Expression 230A Array. In
the present study, GSE18803 dataset was utilized to
construct co-expression and PPI networks in every age
group for identifying “real” hub genes and pathways. The
GSE30165 microarray data was obtained from proximal sciatic nerve samples (0.5 cm) and L4–6 dorsal root
ganglia samples at 0, 1, 4, 7 and 14 days following sciatic
nerve removal. The GSE30165 dataset was used as the
test set for result validation in the current study.
DEGs identification

We utilized R language “limma” package to identify DEGs
within the GSE18803 microarrays. DEGs were identified
with the two criterions: |log2fold change (FC)| ≥ 1 and
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the P value < 0.05. In adult group, we identified altogether
97 DEGs within SNI samples relative to normal samples,
among which, 96 showed up-regulation while 1 showed
down-regulation. And in neonate group, 21 DEGs were
discovered to be differentially expressed between SNI
and NON-SNI samples, and all these DEGs were upregulated. Benjamini–Hochberg correction was utilized
for adjusted P values. A volcano plot for DEGs from this
microarray is shown in Fig. 2A, B.
Weighted co‑expression network construction and hub
module analysis

The “WGCNA” package in R language was adopted for
constructing the gene co-expression networks. Then,
we obtained a total 9371 genes. The 5000 most significant genes that showed the greatest standard deviations
(SDs) were chosen to perform hierarchical cluster, group
similar expression levels into modules, and select Power
β = 16 to ensure a scale-free network. It was observed
that 12 samples were basically classified as 2 clusters. In
addition, the Pearson’s correlation was also carried out.
In total, 14 modules were excavated, and the pink module
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was the most tightly related with SNI traits (Fig. 3A, B).
Thereafter, the interactions among these 14 modules
were also examined, followed by the plotting of a network heatmap. According to these findings, every module served as an independent validation for one another,
demonstrating the high level of independence across various modules, as well as the relative gene expression independence for every module. For purposes of exploring
co-expression similarity among these 14 modules, eigengene connectivity was assessed, and then consensus correlation was subjected to clustering analysis (Fig. 3C). In
addition, intramodular analysis including MM (module
significance) and GS (gene significance) was performed
in those 14 modules. The pink module was excavated
to further explore the highly related genes. Figure 3D
displays the scatter plots for GS regarding SNI traits,
together with illness state compared with MM within
the pink module. In the case of SNI, GS and MM were
significantly positively correlated, which suggested that
the pink module elements with the greatest importance
(central) might show high correlation with such external
traits. Furthermore, to evaluate the influence of different

Fig. 2 Volcano plot of DEGs. A Adult group. B Neonate group. The red nodes represent upregulated genes selected upon the |log2FC| ≥ 1.0 and
P < 0.05 thresholds, while the blue nodes stand for downregulated genes selected upon the |log2FC| ≥ 1.0 and P < 0.05 thresholds, and the gray
nodes indicate the nonsignificant genes

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 3 Establishment of weighted co‑expression network and analysis of hub modules in adult group. A Dendrogram displaying each DEG
clustered in accordance with the dissimilarity measure (1-TOM). As a result, 14 co-expression modules were constructed and were shown in
distinctive color. B Heatmap of the relationships of module with the disease traits. In the module, the greater mean gene relevance stands for the
greater relationship of this module with the traits of interest. The horizontal and vertical axes stand for clinical factors and modules, respectively. The
color gradient from red to green represents the shift from positive to negative correlation. The numbers in grids represent correlation coefficients.
Values in parenthesis are the P values for the association test. C System clustering tree for the modules. Dendrogram showing the eigengenes in the
consensus module acquired based on WGCNA regarding consensus correlations. D Scatter plot presenting module eigengenes within pink module
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ages in SNI status, the co-expression networks were similar measured using WGCNA software package in neonate group, separately. Finally, 15 modules were mined,
and the lightcyan module was found to be most tightly
associated with SNI traits in neonate group (Fig. 4A–D).

we found ten hub genes (C1qa, C1qc, Tyrobp, Fcer1g,
Cd74, Fcgr2a, Mpeg1, C4a, Aif1, and C3) were altered
in the comparison between the SNI and normal control
samples.

Identification of SNI core genes between hub modules
and PPI networks in different ages groups

Subsequently, the DEGs-associated PPI network was
used to identify 63 hub genes at the thresholds of connectivity ≥ 6 and confidence > 0.4 in adult group. In addition, 13 PPI networks related hub genes were screened
out using similar thresholds in neonate group. The more
strict factors were used in additional analyses, including module connectivity determined through absolute
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (cor.geneModuleMembership > 0.8), together with relationships of clinical
characteristics determined based on absolute Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (cor.geneTraitSignifcance > 0.2).
In adult group, there were 481 highly connected genes
identified in the pink module. In contrast, 88 co-expression-related hub genes were discovered to be highly
connected in lightcyan module in neonate group. Based
on these analyses, 12 hub genes (C1qb, C1qa, C1qc,
Tyrobp, Fcer1g, Cd74, Fcgr2a, Mpeg1, C4a, Aif1, RT1A2, and C3) related with SNI were detected in both the
co-expression and PPI networks (Fig. 5A). According to
our results, each hub gene was upregulated. Therefore,
the above 12 genes were identified to be real hub genes to
indicate SNI status, which were screened in later analyses
(Fig. 5B).

For better understanding gene functions in hub genes,
we adopted the Metascape software for GO functional
annotation and KEGG enrichment. Based on our results,
“inflammatory response” was the gene set with the highest significance (Fig. 9A). The analysis also showed that
SNI was associated with immune effector process, antigen processing and presentation, and phagocytosis.
Meanwhile, as revealed by KEGG results, DEGs were
mainly associated with antigen processing and presentation, osteoclast differentiation, and staphylococcus
aureus infection pathways (Fig. 9B). For validating the
biofunctions related to such hub genes, the other method
was adopted. Later, Reactome, the approach for functional enrichment analysis, was applied in aligning targets
with the corresponding biological functions. Thereafter, pathways were presented in the bubble chart based
on the Entities found, Entities ratio, together with Entities FDR functions. As a result, the SNI samples showed
remarkable relationships with immune system, innate
immune system, neutrophil degranulation, and cytokine
signaling in immune system (Fig. 9C). Besides, those 10
most significant functional pathways were sorted according to the entities. As observed from the bar chart, those
resultant pathways exerted vital parts in immune system
(Fig. 9D).

Validation of hub genes

GSEA

To investigate hub genes related with SNI, the expression levels of C1qb, C1qa, C1qc, Tyrobp, Fcer1g, Cd74,
Fcgr2a, Mpeg1, C4a, Aif1, RT1-A2, and C3 were detected
using the training set GSE18803 dataset and the test
set GSE30165 dataset, respectively. In the training set,
we found all hub genes had statistically significant differences in SNI samples (Figs. 6A–I and 7A–I). In the
test set, all hub genes except C1qb and RT1-A2 were
significantly upregulated in the SNI samples in comparison with the NON-SNI samples (Fig. 8A–I). After
overlapping the results from the training set and test set,

This study conducted GSEA for identifying the potential
mechanism underlying SNI. Samples were divided into
SNI versus NON-SNI in both adult group and neonate
group, respectively. The analysis indicated that the most
significantly enriched gene sets positively correlated
with SNI in adult group, which included the cytokine–
cytokine receptor interaction, the chemokine signaling
pathway, and the T cell receptor signal transduction pathway (Fig. 10A). In addition, significant gene sets with the
highest enrichment level that showed positive correlation
with SNI in neonate group were the cytokine–cytokine

Functional enrichment analyses of hub genes

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 4 Establishment of weighted co‑expression network and analysis of hub modules in neonate group. A Dendrogram displaying each DEG
clustered in accordance with the dissimilarity measure (1-TOM). As a result, 15 co-expression modules were constructed and were shown in
distinctive color. B Heatmap of the relationships of module with the disease traits. In the module, the greater mean gene relevance stands for the
greater relationship of this module with the traits of interest. The horizontal and vertical axes stand for clinical factors and modules, respectively. The
color gradient from red to green represents the shift from positive to negative correlation. The numbers in grids represent correlation coefficients.
Values in parenthesis are the P values for the association test. C System clustering tree for the modules. Dendrogram showing the eigengenes in the
consensus module acquired based on WGCNA regarding consensus correlations. D Scatter plot presenting module eigengenes within lightcyan
module
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Fig. 5 Detection of hub genes. A A Venn diagram presenting hub genes under co-expression and those involved in the PPI network. B Twelve
hub genes (Cd74, C1qb, Tyrobp, C1qa, C4a, RT1-A2, C3, Fcgr2a, Aif1, Fcer1g, Mpeg1, and C1qc) overlapped between the PPI and the co-expression
networks. In the heat map, intensity and color of hub genes are shown at right, which represent the gene rank 1 to 12

receptor interaction, the chemokine signaling pathway,
and the Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis (Fig. 10B).
The common pathways in both adult group and neonate
group are the cytokine–cytokine receptor interaction,
and the chemokine signaling pathway. To further prove
the 10 hub genes-associated pathways in the development of SNI, we aligned the GEO microarray GSE18803
and focused on a single gene for the phenotype. We
found that the up-regulation of 10 hub genes (C1qa,
C1qc, Tyrobp, Fcer1g, Cd74, Fcgr2a, Mpeg1, C4a, Aif1,
and C3) was significantly enriched in the Lysosome pathway, the Chemokine signaling pathway, and the neurotrophin signaling pathway (Fig. 10C).
Immune infiltration analysis

In order to further explore the effect of immune infiltration in SNI, the CIBERSORT deconvolution algorithm
was used to analyze the difference in immune infiltration between SNI and NON-SNI samples in 22 types
of immune cells. The proportion of infiltrating immune
cells in each of samples was shown in Fig. 11A. In addition, a strong positive correlative links between Macrophages M0 and Mast cells activated (R2 = 0.93) and a
clear negative correlative links between Plasma cells and
Macrophages M2 (R2 =  − 0.80) were observed (Fig. 11B).
Two immune cells (Macrophages M2 and Regulatory T
cells) were found to have a statistically significant correlation with the SNI-associated risk score in the GSE18803
dataset (Fig. 11C). Therefore, these results suggested that
abnormal immune infiltration may play an important role
as a complex regulatory process in the progression of sciatic nerve injury and nerve regeneration. These findings
may have important clinical implications of SNI.

Identification of the potential drugs

This study used DGIdb for determining the possible molecular compounds or drugs with the effects on
reversing the increased expression of hub genes within
SNI. According to the drug–gene interaction network
(Fig. 12A–F), we identified 7 molecular compounds
or drugs, including metyldopa, copper and zinc chloride, and they showed differential regulation of C3 and
C1QC expression. Moreover, milatuzumab was detected
to interact with CD74. In addition, 10 molecular compounds or drugs, like adalimumab, adalimumab or
etanercept, were identified to show interaction with
FCGR2A. Furthermore, 5 molecular compounds or drugs
(including etanercept) modulated C1QA, whereas 2
including aspirin and benzylpenicilloyl polylysine modulated FCER1G.

Discussion
In the present study in which an integrated bioinformatical study on SNI was performed, an overlap method was
employed to combine WGCNA, PPI network, and GSEA
for identifying the hub genes as well as associated pathways. As suggested by our results, the pink module in
adult group and lightcyan module in neonate group were
recognized to be of clinical significance by WGCNA. In
later analyses, 12 genes between co-expression and PPI
networks in both adult group and neonate group were
identified to be the real hub genes, which indicated the
potentially vital roles of such genes during SNI occurrence and development. Subsequently, to investigate hub
genes in SNI of different ages, the expression levels of the
12 genes were detected using a training set and a test set,
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Fig. 6 Hub gene validation based on training set (GSE18803) in adult group. The mRNA level of 12 hub genes was validated in SNI samples
compared with normal samples in adult group. All hub genes revealed statistically significant differences in SNI. A C1qb. B C1qa. C C1qc. D Tyrobp.
E Fcer1g. F Cd74. G Fcgr2a. H Mpeg1. I C4a. J Aif1. K RT1-A2. L C3. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, NS not significant

respectively. Collectively, 10 real hub genes (C1qa, C1qc,
Tyrobp, Fcer1g, Cd74, Fcgr2a, Mpeg1, C4a, Aif1, and C3)
in both adult group and neonate group revealed significant differences between training set and test set.
We also conducted further potential function and
pathway enrichment for clarifying the DEGs functions.
According to GO analysis, DEGs related to SNI were

mainly associated with inflammatory response, immune
effector process, antigen processing and presentation,
and phagocytosis. Consistent with KEGG enrichment
analyses, the antigen processing and presentation was a
significant pathway. In addition, supported in Reactome
analyses, the SNI samples showed dramatically relationships with immune system, innate immune system,
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Fig. 7 Hub gene validation based on training set (GSE18803) in neonate group. The mRNA level of 12 hub genes was validated in SNI samples
compared with normal samples in neonate group. All hub genes revealed statistically significant differences in SNI. A C1qb. B C1qa. C C1qc. D
Tyrobp. E Fcer1g. F Cd74. G Fcgr2a. H Mpeg1. I C4a. J Aif1. K RT1-A2. L C3. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, NS not significant

neutrophil degranulation, and cytokine signaling in
immune system. In addition, GSEA supported that gene
sets with statistical significance were mostly related to
immune responses. Conforming to this work, previous
studies confirmed that SNI was highly associated with
inflammation [34, 35]. Immunocytes, including lymphocytes, resident cells, neutrophils, and macrophages,

can produce various chemical molecules, including
purines, lipids, histamine, protons, bradykinin, serotonin, chemokines, cytokines, nerve growth factors in the
process of inflammation [36]. It is interesting to note
that certain mediating factors show direct sensitization
on nociceptors, which results in neuropathic pain [37].
These results are in line with previous studies. In the case
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Fig. 8 Hub gene validation based on test set (GSE30165). The mRNA level of 12 hub genes was validated in SNI samples compared with normal
samples. Ten hub genes were significantly upregulated in SNI samples in comparison to NON-SNI samples. A C1qb. B C1qa. C C1qc. D Tyrobp. E
Fcer1g. F Cd74. G Fcgr2a. H Mpeg1. I C4a. J Aif1. K RT1-A2. L C3. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, NS not significant

of SNI, immune response is postponed at first, then the
continuous hyperinflammatory state is detected, accompanying with the reduced repair process [38]. The inflammatory response was mostly associated with immune
response usually related to lymphocytes, neutrophils and
macrophages. Leukocytic infiltration may exert a certain
part in catabolic enzyme generation and inflammatory

response, causing the disrupted structure and function of
nerve tissues. The peripheral nervous system may regrow
their axons after an injury, but such capability is affected
by the extracellular environment and inherent regrowing
ability for supporting regrowth. Chemokines can influence neuronal differentiation, proliferation and nerve
regeneration, and their expression increased in the case
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Fig. 9 Functional enrichment analyses of hub genes. A Top 20 GO functional enrichment of hub genes. B KEGG pathways of hub genes. C Top
10 Reactome pathway of hub genes. The bubble pattern shows the top 10 enrichment pathways with Entities ratio, Entities found (count) and
Entities FDR. Y-axis represents pathway name and X-axis represents rich factor. Size and color of each bubble represent the number of differentially
expressed genes enriched in the pathway and − log10 (q-value), respectively. D Top 10 Reactome events hierarchy. The bar chart demonstrates that
the gene sets involved in metabolism of proteins and signal transduction were significantly enriched in pathways related to SNI status
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Fig. 10 GSEA. A Gene set related to SNI in adult group. B Gene set related to SNI in neonate group. Top 10 functional gene sets enriched in SNI
status between SNI samples and NON-SNI samples are shown. C Gene set related to each high expression in each hub genes. Sankey plot showed
that high expression in each hub genes were mainly enriched in pathways associated with the Lysosome pathway, the Chemokine signaling
pathway, and the Neurotrophin signaling pathway
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Fig. 11 Immune infiltration analysis. A Heat map of the 22 immune cell proportions. B Correlation matrix among each type of immune cells. Red
represents a positive correlation, and blue represents a negative correlation. C Box plots shows the differences in the proportions of the 22 immune
cells between SNI samples and NON-SNI samples. Red represents SNI samples, and green represents NON-SNI samples, *P < 0.05, NS not significant

of inflammation and injury [39]. Nonetheless, numerous
immunocytes and inflammatory factors are related to the
regulation of continuous tissue damage responses, which
enhances tissue repair [40]. Collectively, sciatic nerve
injury and nerve regeneration display intricate biological
processes, involving in the coordination of inflammatory

response and immunoregulatory signals after peripheral
nerve injury.
For better verifying the associations between hub
genes and SNI, we obtained hub gene expression profiles
based on the GEO database. The 10 genes enrolled from
the above-mentioned database, including C1qa, C1qc,
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Fig. 12 Drug–gene interaction network. The red ellipse and light-blue V nodes indicate genes and drugs, respectively. A C1qa. B Fcgr2a. C C1qc. D
Cd74. E Fcer1g. F C3

Tyrobp, Fcer1g, Cd74, Fcgr2a, Mpeg1, C4a, Aif1, and C3
were found to be higher in SNI as compared to the NONSNI between adult group and neonate group. These
indicated that these 10 core genes were significantly associated with SNI at both adult and neonate ages. More
and more studies on transcriptomic analysis in vitro and
in vivo verify that Cd74 played a vital part in the progression of sciatic nerve injury [41–44]. Linnartz-Gerlach
et al. [45] reported that Tyrobp mutations or genetic variants were associated with the aging-related inflammatory
neurodegenerative disorders. Another research conducted WGCNA on the expression profiles of genes specific to aging and cell-type in mice, which identified hub
genes including C1qa, Tyrobp, and Fcer1g as the critical
players related to neurodegenerative disorders and aging
in humans [46]. According to Wang et al. [10], C1qc and
Fcer1g facilitated neuropathic pain occurrence following
SNI through the defense and immune pathways. C4a is
related to immune responses at each level and additional
events like organ regeneration and neural development
[47]. Huelsenbeck et al. [48] reported that C3 peptide
enhanced the functional motor recovery and axonal
regeneration following PNI. As for, C1qa, C1qc, Tyrobp,
Fcer1g, Fcgr2a, Mpeg1, C4a, and Aif1, they are relatively
new molecules with only few reports regarding their role

in SNI at present. Nevertheless, they played an important
role in SNI and were significantly different between normal samples and SNI. The above genes shed more lights
on clinical and experimental studies. Nonetheless, more
investigation is needed to completely understand their
functions in SNI. To further prove the role of hub genes
in the development of SNI, differential expression enrichment analyses of the 10 hub genes were also performed.
In our study, the differentially expressed genes were vast
majority enriched in pathways associated with the Lysosome pathway, the Chemokine signaling pathway, and
the Neurotrophin signaling pathway, which were also
consistent with the results of GO and KEGG pathway
enrichment analyses above.
To further explore the role of immune cell infiltration in
SNI, the CIBERSORT deconvolution algorithm was used
to comprehensively evaluate SNI immune infiltration.
Compared with the NON-SNI samples, macrophages M2
and regulatory T cells were increased in the SNI samples,
while plasma cells were decreased. Previous studies have
found that M2 macrophages and regulatory T cells can
promote the progression of SNI and activate the immune
responses in the injured tissue [49–51] in a rodent model
of sciatic nerve injury, which is consistent with our findings. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous
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study about the association between plasma cells and
SNI. Therefore, the relationship among M2 macrophages,
regulatory T cells, and plasma cells remains to be further
studied.
For predicting the candidate efficient treatment against
SNI and the associated concurrent diseases, this study
used DGIdb database for determining the therapeutic
agents showing effects on reversing the abnormal up-regulation of SNI-associated hub genes. Tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) is suggested to exert a vital part during
demyelination and apoptosis, while blocking its expression enhances neural healing [52]. According to previous reports, TNF-α antagonists are effective on Schwann
cells and axons within SNI, and TNF-α is related to the
modulation of axonal regeneration [53]. An increasing number of epidemiological studies have suggested
that, the anti-TNF-α therapies, including adalimumab,
etanercept and adalimumab, are utilized to treat different peripheral nerve diseases, including chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy, Miller Fisher
syndrome, Guillain–Barré syndrome, mononeuropathy
multiplex, multifocal motor neuropathy accompanied by
conduction block, and axonal sensorimotor polyneuropathy [54]. Adalimumab was detected as the efficient neuroprotective drug to heal the nerves in PNI model of rats,
particularly in the early phase [52]. Trastuzumab have
also been reported to enhance peripheral nerve regeneration following repair from acute and chronic PNI [55,
56]. More studies are needed to explore the functions of
the above-mentioned molecular compounds and drugs
within SNI, together with the corresponding concurrent
diseases as the candidate therapeutic targets.
Nonetheless, certain limitations should still be noted.
First, this work identified numerous new pathways related
to SNI, but it was still restricted due to the intrinsic biases
of enrichment analysis and the microarray data available.
Second, this study obtained the open-sourced data, but
data quality was not assessed; besides, it adopted the
uncommonly utilized Affymetrix gene expression arrays.
Third, Mus musculus-derived tissue samples of training
set were different from the Rattus norvegicus-derived
samples of test set, and this might lead to diverse target
genes in the 2 organisms following nerve injury. Therefore, if the database has samples updates, more studies
are warranted in the future. Fourth, laboratory experiments should be carried out to verify our results. Cells
isolated from SNI samples needed to be cultured in vitro
for determining the related molecular mechanisms of
hub gene expression. Thus, the gene knockdown preclinical animal models can help to examine the identified
gene functions and evaluate their functions in SNI. Fifth,
to increase the result reliability, we need more samples
for repeated measurements. Last, enrichment analysis
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was also limited in identifying pathways because the
gene lists verified might lead to over-representation of
the well-identified pathways. As a result, the functions of
such hub genes as well as pathways within SNI, and the
functional meaning in SNI development should be validated in more research.

Conclusion
To sum up, through a series of integrated bioinformatics
analyses, we screened a total of 10 hub genes with verified high expression within SNI, and predicted potential
therapeutic agents associated with the progression of
SNI. According to our findings, some pathways related to
SNI conformed to the known knowledge regarding disease pathology. Results in this study can shed more lights
on biological pathways related to SNI and identify some
possible regulating factors as the interventional targets.
Nonetheless, more research is required to verify the association of hub gene functions with the immune responses
during SNI development.
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